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Magen H Gallery is pleased
to present the exclusive
retrospective and premiere
of the publication, Art et
Industrie—a New York Movement.
For over two decades, Art et
Industrie was recognized as
an epicenter for an emerging radical artistic movement that blurred the lines
between fine and applied art.
Art et Industrie was the first
to exhibit Studio Alchemia,
Shiro
Takahama,
and
Ron
Arad, but ultimate found its
lifeblood in a core group
of artists with a uniquely
American voice.

The retrospective will feature
a collection of over 60 works
by artists such as Forrest
Myers,
Terence
Main,
Jim
Cole, Howard Meister, Carmen
Spera,
James
Hong,
James
Evanson, Richard Snyder, Alex
Locadia, Michele Oka Doner,
Laura
Main,
Paul
Ludick,
Dan Friedman, Alex Locadia,
among others. The collection
of works gives expression to
the significant and historical
relationship with the downtown New York Zeitgeist and
the global forum of art and
design.

SoHo, January 1980.
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Art et industrie movement,
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GOL DEN B OY
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Howard Meister
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Paul Ludick
1985

CON SOLE
Dan Friedman
1985

CA FÉ R A PI DO
Carmen Spera
1985

A RMS CHA I R
Paul Ludick
1988
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Dirty and downtrodden, forsaken and feared:
this was Downtown New York, circa 1977—a hothouse of creative impulses that flew in the face
of restrictions and ran headlong toward riotous expression. Punk, hip-hop, graffiti or neoexpressionism, artists, writers, designers and
performers conceived languages that spoke—or
shouted—their way into mainstream consciousness.
In this unique environment, a collective of artists, designers and craftsmen came together to
challenged the boundaries between art and design,
forging a new hybrid language in three dimensions:
art furniture.
Summoned by the downtown cultural impresario Rick
Kaufmann, the members of Art et Industrie boldly
bridged the conceptual gap between art and design
at a time when both sides were entrenched in prejudice. The furniture that resulted from this fertile
period of American creativity defies aesthetic categorization but in the words of Kaufmann, shared in
the collective experiment of “redefining the object
for the future.”
Art et Industrie is the first publication to document the genesis of this uniquely New York movement in art and design. Tracing its origins to
an unlikely combination of places—from the refined
halls of Art Nouveau salons in Paris to industrial
shops of Detroit, to a Yugoslavian freighter bound
for Morocco and a punk club on the Bowery—the book
sheds light on a compelling moment of cultural
history that bears ever greater resonance for our
hybrid times.

PUBLICATION DATE
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236 pages / Hardcover /
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Since 1997, Magen H Gallery has pioneered revolutionary and significant design in sculpture, decorative arts,
architecture, and ceramics. With special emphasis given to French post-war designers, the collection progresses
the artistic dialogue between these historically significant works and contemporaries who visually articulate a
personal philosophy. These pieces reveal the compelling tension between the organic spirit of the material and
the artists’ mastery over the medium. From its inception, the collection of works has been built on the founding
premise that art and design are allied and interdependent. Exhibiting works in craft mediums (clay, metal, wood,
silicon and aluminum), the gallery seeks objects that transcend form and function. By synthesizing modern and midcentury designers, Magen H. Gallery continues to redefine the decorative arts market with innovative and significant
design.
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